
S3 MATHEMATICS 

1. Draw the graph of 762  xxy for 71  x . Using the same scale and axes, draw the 

graph of 1 xy . 

Use your graphs to answer the questions below. 

i) State the line of symmetry of the function 762  xxy . 

ii) Give the coordinates of the turning point of the function 762  xxy  and hence state its 

minimum value. 

iii) For what range of values of x is 1762  xxx  

iv) The two points of intersection of the two graphs satisfy a certain quadratic equation. Obtain 

that equation and its solution. 

v) What lines would you draw to solve the equations (a) 0762  xx    (b) 0452  xx  

2. Draw the graph of 26 xxy  from 5x  to 4x using scales; 2cm to 1 unit on x – axis 

and 1cm to 1unit on y-axis. Using the same axes draw the graph of xy 33 . 

Use your graphs to answer the questions below; 

i) Find the maximum value of 
26 xx  and the corresponding value of x. 

ii) Find the range of x for which 
26 xx   has values greater than 4. 

iii) For what range of values of x is 336 2  xxx  

iv) The two points of intersection of the two graphs satisfy a certain quadratic equation. Obtain 

that equation and its solution. 

v) What lines would you draw to solve equations  

a) 062  xx  

b) 0822  xx  
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b) Express 652  xx  in the form of   qpx 
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, hence solve 0652  xx  

c) i) If the area of a rectangle is 22 )107( cmxx  . What is the possible perimeter of this 

rectangle. 

ii) Given that the perimeter of this rectangle is 36cm, determine the dimensions of this rectangle. 


